We use a neighborhood algorithm to explore the fit to long period seismic data of a wide variety of long wavelength mantle models. This approach to the global tomographic inverse problem yields probability distributions for seismic velocities, density, and related properties as functions of depth. Such distributions can be robust even when individual models are not, and allow us to test several assumptions about the Earth that have long been enforced a priori in inversions. In particular, we are able to test the paradigm of deep mantle heterogeneity that is dominantly thermal in origin, producing velocity and density perturbations that are well correlated and have relative amplitudes given by Nlnb/Nlnv s 6 0.5. Our distributions show that such relationships are unlikely, and even though the results are consistent with recent best fitting models from damped seismic inversions, they demonstrate that many specific properties of such models are not robust. The data clearly favor density perturbations that are poorly or negatively correlated with velocity heterogeneity and have amplitudes several times larger (yielding Nlnb/Nlnv s s 1.0) than damped inversions allow. These characteristics are most pronounced in the upper mantle transition zone and the base of the lower mantle, suggesting layered convection. The negative density^velocity correlations favored at these depths imply dominantly chemical heterogeneity, while the likelihood of relatively high amplitude density variations suggests that variable iron content is an important component of this heterogeneity. These results, which we show to be consistent with independent gravity constraints, represent a profound change in the interpretation of seismic constraints. In addition, the distributions show that even though best fitting density models from recent inversions or our sampling are consistent with the data, most specific properties of such models are not robust. This implies that it is more appropriate to use seismic model distributions, rather than individual models, to make geodynamic and geochemical inferences. ß
Introduction
Seismic images of density variations in the deep Earth can provide crucial constraints on the composition and dynamics of the hidden interior of our planet. Unfortunately, seismic data are dominantly sensitive to seismic velocities and much 0012-821X / 03 / $^see front matter ß 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/S0012-821X(03)00436-9 more weakly sensitive to density. This means that in traditional inversions of measurements and sensitivities of Earth models, the density portion of the models must be strongly damped (relative to the velocity components) in order to retrieve stable results. This damping is a form of a priori regularizing information that can almost completely conceal any real information the data contain about the most poorly resolved parameters [1] .
In fact, the global seismic inverse problem is mathematically ill-posed. In addition to the null space of data errors and imperfect model parameterization resulting in data that cannot be ¢t, the data resolution is poor enough that there is also a null space of combinations of model parameters that are e¡ectively invisible to the data. Because of these two null spaces, the functions describing model mis¢t to the data can have multiple minima, even for a linear inverse problem [2] . This is why inversions (or other searches) for best ¢tting models must be stabilized by imposing regularizing assumptions.
Stable damped inversions for density generally produce models in which lateral density perturbations relative to the spherical average (Nlnb) are less than half the size of relative shear velocity perturbations (Nlnv s ). This relative amplitude ratio of Nlnb/Nlnv s W0.4 corresponds closely to the relative resolution of the b and v s parameters [3] . Inversions are often further stabilized by assuming that density and velocity heterogeneity are perfectly correlated and scale with the above ratio [4] .
The use of such inversion constraints has proven to be reasonably consistent with the paradigm of mantle models in which both heterogeneity and dynamics are dominantly thermal in nature. Under this set of assumptions, lateral variations of seismic velocity and density are directly caused by lateral variations in temperature maintained by a convective process. This implies, according to high temperature and pressure extrapolations of the behavior of near surface minerals dating back more than 30 years [5] , that deep mantle b and v s are perfectly correlated, with Nlnb/Nlnv s W0. 4 . This ratio matches that imposed by the most natural regularization of seismic inversions, guaranteeing that models from those inversions appear to validate the assumption of thermal heterogeneity, although anelastic e¡ects must be incorporated for full consistency [6] . In addition, geodynamic modeling dominated by thermal convection has proven to be consistent with the same ratio, in the sense that particular viscosity models can be combined with particular examples of correlated velocity and density models to explain surface geodetic and tectonic observables [7, 8] .
On the other hand, a variety of geophysical studies, old and new, suggest alternatives to the paradigm of dominantly thermal heterogeneity in the deep mantle. Even half a century ago it was proposed that pressure e¡ects serve to decrease the importance of temperature variations in the deep mantle, and that iron oxides could produce strong chemical heterogeneity [9] , and these ideas were developed further in recent decades [10] . Still more recent results from mineral physics and geochemistry seem to con¢rm these inferences. It is now clear that even small variations in iron content can produce large density variations in the deep mantle without signi¢cantly perturbing seismic velocities [6] . Geodynamical modeling with deep mantle chemical heterogeneity has shown that such structure can also be consistent with surface observables [11^13], and preliminary thermochemical convection models indicate that large density variations can develop and remain stable over geological times [14^16] . Finally, several recent seismic inversions have produced joint models of shear and bulk sound velocities that are best explained by including signi¢cant chemical heterogeneity in the deep mantle [17^19], although inconsistencies among such models make this evidence somewhat ambiguous.
Recent order-of-magnitude improvements in the quantity and quality of seismic data, together with the emergence of new computational tools, now make it possible for seismologists to test the perfect correlations and low Nlnb/Nlnv s scaling associated with the thermal heterogeneity paradigm by looking at seismic constraints on density without a priori damping which enforces that paradigm. The past several years have seen the publication of extensive normal mode (NM) catalogues measured using spectral ¢tting [20] and generalized spectral ¢tting [21] . These data have diverse sensitivities to long wavelength velocity and density heterogeneity throughout the mantle, and have been applied to new attempts to produce density models. The best known of these is model SPRD6 [22] , in which the assumption of correlated velocity and density was removed, and density was found to be partly decorrelated from the pattern of velocity heterogeneity, particularly in the deepest mantle. However, this was still a damped inversion, and both earlier [23] and later [24] studies with similar data showed that the results were not robust with respect to choices of damping.
Probabilistic tomography is the necessary extension of these studies, in that it is an approach that not only does away with damping that biases 'best ¢t' solutions, but also describes important details of the complex model space associated with an ill-posed problem, including the model null space. It does so by creating model space 'maps' that display the ¢t of a wide range of models to the data [25] . These maps can display multiple minima, and contain much more information about seismic constraints on the mantle than when these constraints are expressed only as a single best ¢tting inversion model. In particular, the 'maps' show not only the kinds of models that best ¢t the data, but also which models yield poor ¢ts and which model characteristics are invisible to the data. This information can be expressed by a variety of statistical measures, such as the distributions for correlations and ratios recently presented for Nlnv s and Nlnv p [26] , and compared to mineral physics constraints [6, 27] . The neighborhood algorithm (NA) [28, 29] , together with the emergence of new parallelized computing facilities, permits the e⁄cient construction of these maps.
Synthetic experiments have already shown that this approach can be applied reliably to the use of long period data to obtain robust constraints on long wavelength density and velocity heterogeneity in the mantle. These experiments suggested that robust density constraints could be achieved if the NM data are combined with the latest surface wave (SW) data, because the latter help break tradeo¡s in NM sensitivity to the upper mantle and lower mantle structures [30] . We now employ real data to do just this, providing a new and more robust test of consistency between seismic data and the paradigm of a mantle dominated by the e¡ects of thermal heterogeneity.
Data and methods
We have combined the NM data sets listed in Section 1 with two recent catalogues of SW fundamentals [31] and overtones [32] . In addition, we employ a small but important set of recently measured splitting functions for mantle v p multiplets [33] recently measured with generalized spectral ¢tting, a new NM catalogue compiled using an autoregressive form of spectral ¢tting [34] , and a large new collection of NM fundamental and overtone splitting functions retrieved using regionalized stripping [35] . The recent SW catalogues have been augmented, at very long periods, by older measurements [36] . No measurements sensitive to the inner core are included, and all measurements are corrected to remove the signal of the 3D crustal model CRUST5.1 [37] , so that this is a purely mantle-sensitive data set. The NM catalogues are accompanied by uncertainty estimates. Errors for the SW data are assigned using comparisons of the results of several di¡erent studies [26] . The period range of NM catalogues is 100^2000 s and for the SW data it is 40^300 s.
All of these data are converted into the form of structure coe⁄cients. These are the k c t s multipliers of the Y t s spherical harmonics in expansions of the form :
The functions k F are global patterns of surface wave velocities and free oscillations that emerge from combinations of many strong earthquakes recorded by widely distributed networks of broadband seismometers. The index k identi¢es the central frequency and/or eigenfunction of each measurement. Structure coe⁄cient measurements are retrieved from the raw data using linearized regressions, and each is a linear functional of a single harmonic component of Earth structure :
Here, perturbations to a spherically symmetric Earth model are given by: and by relative perturbations Nlnh d to the locations of radical discontinuities indexed with d, all expanded as in Eq. 1. These are related to the structure coe⁄cients via radial kernels M(r) = [P(r), S(r), R(r)] and boundary factors H d , which are derived from a perturbation theory approximation [38] . The approximate independence of the equations for individual harmonic components is a great advantage of structure coe⁄cient data representation, and is achieved through careful regressions of geographically diverse seismograms [21] . Earth structure is modeled from NM and SW data using the inverse of Eq. 2. This is an approximate relation whose validity depends on Nlnm I1 and appropriate accounting for theoretical errors in the structure coe⁄cient regressions. Removing crust and inner core e¡ects helps to meet the perturbation requirement, while most of the recent NM and SW data catalogues have been constructed using methods that greatly reduce theoretical errors such as cross-coupling, source error, and truncation. The reduction of theoretical error also means that data errors become approximately Gaussian. This has been observed directly in the case of the generalized spectral ¢tting measurements, which are the most important data in our study and are accompanied by the most detailed error analysis [21] . Older, more approximate catalogues [20, 36] are assigned greater measurement uncertainties ( k c t s ). These greater uncertainties serve to eliminate the modeling instabilities inherent in having inconsistent measurements in our combined data set.
In all, we have 678 splitting coe⁄cient measurements for each of the ¢ve independent degree 2 structural components, and 646 for each of the nine degree 4 components. Our data, error tables, and kernels are available upon request. For the present we have not extended our analysis to higher degrees (shorter wavelengths) or odd degrees, where there are signi¢cantly fewer lower mantle-sensitive measurements. Because of the well established dominance of the degree 2 signal in the deep mantle [39] , and the frequent discussion of very large-scale features like seismically observed 'superplumes' [17] , even probabilistic tomography for only degrees 2 and 4 is a signi¢cant test of the thermal paradigm.
We construct our 3D Earth models using Nlnv s , Nlnv p , and Nlnb perturbations relative to spherically symmetric preliminary reference Earth model PREM [40] in ¢ve layers: uppermost upper mantle (UUM, 24^400 km depth); transition zone (TZ, 400^670 km); outer lower mantle (OLM, 670^1200 km); middle lower mantle (MLM, 1200^2000 km); and lowermost lower mantle (LLM, 2000^2891 km). We also allow perturbations to the 670 km and core^mantle boundary (CMB) discontinuities of the spherical PREM model, for a total of 17 model parameters for each structural component. The e¡ect of the parameter space boundaries is minimized by allowing each parameter to vary in a relatively wide range and adjusting the sampling density within those limits until stable results are achieved.
The number of layers is rather small, and was restricted by the computational requirements of searching more highly dimensioned model spaces more than by data resolution. Several tests [22, 30] have shown that 7^12 radial layers can be resolved by the available data. Such underparameterization is not as great a problem for us as it is in performing inversions, in which the choice and e¡ects of regularization and damping are usually strong functions of the parameterization. Model space searches without damping will produce the same average characteristics for a wide layer as the mean of the properties of any sublayers into which it is divided. Nonetheless, the use of wide layers will tend to average away interesting structure with shorter radial length scales.
In order to test the thermal paradigm as well as possible with the current data set and a single parameterization, we have chosen layers which we believe give us the best chance of detecting the signature of chemical heterogeneity in the mantle, without necessarily constraining its scale length or ruling out signi¢cant chemical heteroge-neity of scale lengths much smaller than that of our parameterization. The UUM layer, in particular, is too wide to account for data sensitivity to relatively strong radial gradients of structure likely to exist above 400 km depth. However, the focus of any long period seismic study is on the sensitivity of these data to greater depths, and greater resolution of the UUM could prove misleading because it will tend to absorb any errors in our crustal corrections and because degree 2 and 4 structure has less relative importance at those depths than elsewhere.
The TZ is a major feature of the PREM model and has a width that corresponds roughly with the resolving power of our data, while the OLM and LLM approximate the widest regions proposed for lower mantle boundary layers [14, 15, 41, 42] . If we are able to detect a contrast between the OLM or LLM and the presumably homogeneous MLM, this could be evidence of the presence of boundary layers. Failure to detect contrast will not rule out boundary layers, because there is some chance that our wide layers will average away interesting structure with shorter radial scale lengths. Much more computational power is now available than when this study was begun, and it is already feasible to use ¢ner layering to re¢ne the upper mantle model and constrain the width of the potential lower mantle boundary layers. This will be the subject of future work.
We do not believe the resolution and relevance of our model space 'maps' will be enhanced by changing to a parameterization with radially smooth basis functions. Although the details of layered models are less plausible than smooth models, we are not concerned here with exact models but with depth-averaged characteristics. The two types of parameterizations are di¡erent depth averages that yield the same gross characterizations of the mantle, as has been demonstrated by the consistency of layered [39] and smooth [22] long wavelength v s models. In this case the algorithm has sampled models that ¢t the subset of long period seismic data sensitive only to the degree 2 zonal spherical harmonic component of 3D mantle structure. The models consist of perturbations to this component of v s , v p , and density heterogeneity in ¢ve layers and topography on two radial discontinuities, for a total of 17 parameters. 100 000 models have been generated with a sampling density that increases with improving model ¢t to the data. Here, model ¢ts (darker colors indicate better ¢ts) are projected onto two dimensions of the model space: Nlnv s and Nlnb in the OLM. The 'x' marks the prediction of model SPRD6, and the '+' marks the best ¢tting model. The axes give perturbations relative to the spherical PREM model. (b) An example of a 2D probability density marginal. The model space sampling of panel a has been resampled with NA so that sampling density exactly corresponds to the M 2 mis¢t in all parts of model space. While the original sampling was concentrated on a single most likely model, the resampling reveals another broad region of good ¢t near the origin. This region includes the SPRD6 model prediction (white triangle). Note that the prediction has a slight positive correlation for these two parameters, while the best ¢tting model and the overall distribution each imply a negative correlation (or covariance).
For each of the 14 degree 2 and 4 spherical harmonic components, the NA is ¢rst used to produce a set of approximately 100 000 models accompanied by a measure of the mis¢t of each to the corresponding harmonic component of the data. The mis¢t of a model (m) for N data (d) is de¢ned by:
where k m c t s is calculated using a discretized version of Eq. 2. Fig. 1a shows an example of such a model sampling, projected from 17-dimensional space onto two dimensions. These sets are then NA resampled to produce smooth 1D probability distributions of each model parameter, selected 2D likelihood marginals (Fig. 1b) , covariance matrices (Fig. 2) , and collections of most likely parameter ranges (Fig. 3) . All are evaluated using a posterior probability density (PPD) de¢ned by PPD(m) = exp( m M 2 /2) [29] . This de¢nition of the PPD makes it easy to con¢rm the ill-posed nature of our inverse problem because the approximately Gaussian nature of our data errors would produce Gaussian marginals if our inverse problem were well-posed.
We must then combine the 'maps' for individual spherical harmonic components of structure to ¢nd the probability distributions of overall model amplitudes and geometries. We do this by drawing random deviates from the relevant marginals. To compare, for instance, likely Nlnv s and Nlnb models in the OLM at degree 2, we construct v s and b models from a set of ¢ve random deviates, one drawn from each of the ¢ve OLM degree 2 Nlnv s^N lnb 2D marginals (including that of Fig. 1b) . We use a sequence of similar 2D random deviates to insure consistency with all 2D marginal projections of the model space. This is an approximation to consistency with the full model space, which, unfortunately, cannot be output by NA without a signi¢cant decrease in computational e⁄ciency. The amplitudes and correlations of each set of random deviates are recorded. With enough repetitions of this process (10 5^1 0 7 , depending on the speci¢c application), stable probability distributions of correlations and amplitudes emerge. These are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as distributions of likelihood, which is a dimensionless renormalization of probability. We also combine Nlnv s and Nlnv p to produce distributions for bulk sound (v c ) perturbations.
In the usual models of thermal heterogeneity, shear modules (W), bulk modulus (U), and density vary together at each depth in such a way as to maintain perfect correlations in the lateral varia-
. Thus, seismic constraints on these correlations are an important test of the extent to which the assumption of dominantly thermal heterogeneity is valid.
Results
The 2D marginal of Fig. 1b , the covariances of Fig. 2 , and the output parameters of Fig. 3 are typical of our model space maps, and imply that most velocity and density parameters are resolved within our search bounds and independently constrained by the data. The high likelihood regions are well within most of our model space boundaries, and most o¡-diagonal covariances are signi¢cantly weaker than parameter variances. In fact, there is only one o¡-diagonal covariance, 6 Fig. 4 . Likelihood distributions for correlations of lateral velocity and density heterogeneity in ¢ve mantle layers, as determined by model ¢t to long period seismic data. With a discrete probability density, P(x i ) de¢ned so that g i P(x i )v x = 1, likelihood is de¢ned by L(x i ) = P(x i )/v x . In this sense, likelihoods are normalized probabilities. 1 000 000 models were generated by drawing random deviates from 2D Nlnv s^N lnv p and Nlnv s^N lnb marginals (Fig. 1b) for each spherical harmonic component and layer. Distributions are shown for combined degree 2 and 4 models. Full-scale vertical lines show the correlations given by the coe⁄cients of our most likely model. Half-scale vertical lines give the correlations for these layers predicted by model SPRD6. The distributions for Nlnv s^N lnb subjected to a gravity ¢lter (see Section 4) are also shown. The great likelihood of low or negative Nlnv s^N lnv c and Nlnv s^N lnb correlations is the most notable feature of these plots. Anticorrelations for densityv elocity are most likely in the TZ and LLM layers.
that between the deepest and shallowest density layers, that is strong for enough individual parameters to be a signi¢cant consideration in our layer-average statistics. This tends to increase the uncertainty of LLM by an amount that depends on the amplitude of UUM structure, an e¡ect which is measured by our probabilistic approach. The tradeo¡ also suggests that crustal errors could contaminate LLM results in a manner not quanti¢ed by the NA 'maps', but we have found that for our data such e¡ects are dominated by crustal thickness, errors in which are quite small as degrees 2 and 4. The topography parameters for the 670 and CMB (not shown) are also constrained within the search boundaries, with little topography^density tradeo¡.
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 also illustrate the relationship between model space 'maps' and the more conventional seismic inversion outputs. Fig. 1b reveals a velocity^density tradeo¡, details of which are concealed by the more common representation as a single element of the correlation matrix in Fig. 2 . The high likelihood region of the full 2D marginal is double peaked and extends from the origin in the direction of positive density perturbations and negative v s perturbations. The multiple local minima are a characteristic signature of the null space of an ill-posed inverse problem [2] , and show why both damped inversions and 'downhill' searches for best ¢ts can misrepresent the model space. The predictions from model SPRD6 shown in Figs. 1 and 3 demonstrate that the high probability regions of model space 'maps' are consistent with inversion results. The inversions associated with the SPRD6 study use starting models near the origin of Fig. 1 so it is not surprising that the damping produced results within the likelihood peak nearest that origin and failed to ¢nd the high probability models with larger density perturbations.
As demonstrated by Fig. 3 , all but a handful of the high likelihood ranges for individual parameters are consistent with SPRD6 values, despite the fact that our likeliest values are often more di¡er-ent from SPRD6 than SPRD6 is from PREM. At the same time, it is evident that while most velocity parameters are robustly non-zero, most of the density perturbation ranges include zero. Thus, speci¢c density models are not very robust, which is consistent with the conclusions of several inversion studies [23, 24] . However, Fig. 3 also demonstrates more general characteristics of our density models that prove to be both robust and distinct from inversion results. In contrast with the most likely v s and v p perturbation parameters, which are well correlated with one another and have amplitudes near those predicted by SPRD6, it is evident that the most likely density coe⁄cients for the LLM are poorly correlated with the velocities and are of consistently greater amplitudes than the SPRD6 model predictions. Figs. 4 and 5 show that these characteristics are present in other layers and are robust. Fig. 4 displays likelihood distributions for various lateral correlations of seismic velocities and density. Velocity^velocity and velocity^density correlations for our most likely models generally are consistent with the peaks of the overall distributions and also fairly consistent with the SPRD6 results. The v s^vp distributions show that the long period data distinctly favor positive correlations at all depths. Because v s and v p have similar dependence upon W, this is the expected result, and serves as con¢rmation of the method. However, correlations as high as those of SPRD6 are seen to be unlikely. Indeed, fewer than 10% of our models in any layer have correlations above the 90% con¢dence level for perfect positive correlation at both degrees 2 and 4 [43] , and the peaks of our distributions are near the much lower correlation levels reported by other inversion studies [44] . In contrast, v c depends only on U and b, and the distributions of Fig. 4 favor Nlnv c poorly or negatively correlated with Nlnv s . Together, then, the velocity^velocity correlation distributions imply that our seismic data strongly favor uncorrelated or anticorrelated lateral variations in bulk and shear moduli. This is di⁄cult to explain without the existence of signi¢cant chemical heterogeneity [6, 13] .
We observe greater consistency among the b^v s correlation results (SPRD6, most likely, and likelihood distribution peaks) than among the velocity^velocity correlations. In other tests, we have found that our density models tend to be as consistent with one another and with SPRD6 density as are various well-established long period velocity models [17, 19, 44] with one another. The density models also are much better correlated with one another than they are with velocity models. This implies that the data contain a coherent signal from mantle density heterogeneity unexplained by density that scales with velocity. We also observe that our density models in the various layers do not tend to display strong positive or negative correlations with CMB or 670 topography, but it is unclear if resolution of these correlations is good enough to make them meaningful.
While our most likely density^velocity correlations con¢rm the low correlations of SPRD6 and our most likely velocity^velocity correlations are consistent with several inversions [17, 19, 44, 45] , it is the possession of complete distributions that allows us to draw robust conclusions about the unlikeliness of high correlations for v s^vc and v s^b . This is relevant because of the existence of apparently con£icting inversion results which yield more strongly positive v c^vs correlations [18] , and observations of a wide range of acceptable velocity^density correlations [23, 24] . The distributions in Fig. 4 have wide ranges of likely values, demonstrating that the observed variety of inversion results is consistent with the data, and can result from the use of di¡erent reasonable choices of damping. At the same time, it is clear that high positive correlations are much less likely than small or negative values.
Correlations are useful for detecting chemical heterogeneity, but more information is needed to determine which combinations of thermal and chemical heterogeneity best explain the seismic data. Complementary constraints are provided by heterogeneity amplitudes. Fig. 5 displays likelihood distributions for the root-mean-squared (RMS) amplitudes of Nlnv s , Nlnv p , and Nlnb models. These are constructed in the same manner as the correlation distributions, except that we use only the portion of the 2D marginals with likelihoods greater than 1/e of the peak likelihood. This adjustment is necessary because amplitude distributions are strongly non-linear functions of the coe⁄cient marginals and are unstable with respect to the shape of the tails of the coe⁄cient Fig. 5 . Probability distributions for RMS amplitudes of global models of Nlnv s , Nlnv p and Nlnb, constructed from marginals as in Fig. 4 , except that marginal tails are excluded. Distributions are shown only for degrees 2 and 4 together. Fullscale and half-scale vertical lines show, respectively, the amplitudes of our most likely model and those predicted by model SPRD6 for each layer. The SPRD6 model predictions underestimate our observed Nlnb amplitude distributions, which are likely to exceed Nlnv s everywhere below 400 km depth. Density distributions subjected to a gravity ¢lter (Section 4) are included. These con¢rm that the elevated densities below 400 km are consistent with static gravity data.
distributions. The primary characteristic of the amplitude distributions is that, relative to SPRD6 values, the ranges for v p and b distributions are more strongly elevated than the v s distributions. The amplitudes of CMB and 670 topography, which are not shown because they are poorly resolved, are similarly elevated relative to SPRD6 amplitudes, but within the range established by other topography studies [46^48] . It should also be noted that density distributions are everywhere wider than the velocity distributions, which re£ects the fact that the resolving power of the data is poorer for density than for velocity.
These amplitude distributions contradict the usual conclusion that long period seismology supports Nlnv p /Nlnv s and Nlnb/Nlnv s ratios less than unity throughout the mantle. The most noticeably elevated amplitudes are for Nlnb in the TZ and LLM layers, where most of the density distributions are to the right (higher amplitudes) of the v s distributions. In addition, the favored ranges for Nlnb and Nlnv p amplitudes in the OLM and MLM, as well as that for Nlnv p in the TZ, mostly overlap the corresponding v s distributions. Thus Nlnv p /Nlnv s 6 1.0 is favored only in our top and bottom layers, and Nlnb/Nlnv s 6 1.0 is unlikely everywhere below 400 km depth.
The implications of this observation are profound enough that we have performed several additional tests to con¢rm that it is robust. First, we have con¢rmed that the v s^vp^b interdependences implied by our 2D marginals (Fig. 1b) do not result in di¡erent ratios than those implied by the separate amplitude distributions of Fig. 5 . This is done by using the random deviates to accumulate distributions for the amplitude ratios. Distributions were accumulated both for wholemodel RMS amplitudes and point-by-point model comparisons. We also constructed distributions in which only well correlated velocity and density models were included. In all cases the distributions were peaked near the ratios implied by the peaks of the distributions of Fig. 5 .
Second, we have inspected our full suite of 1D and 2D marginals to investigate the sources of the di¡erence, visible in Fig. 5 , between the velocity and density amplitudes implied by our single most likely model and those implied by the peaks of the likelihood distributions. The amplitudes of the most likely model are uniformly to the left (lower amplitudes) than the amplitude distribution peaks. This can result from either: (1) individual model parameters exhibiting null space e¡ects such as asymmetric and/or multipeaked probability distributions like those of Fig. 1b, or (2) relatively wide distributions centered on small values like most of those for LLM density in Fig. 3 .
With the ¢rst type of amplitude e¡ect, the null space of our ill-posed problem results in low amplitude most likely models that are poor representatives of a full model distribution for which mean or median models have higher amplitudes. We have found this to be the dominant e¡ect in the TZ density amplitude distribution of Fig. 5 . In such cases the amplitude of the most likely model is much less relevant for geophysical inferences than is the location and width of the amplitude distribution peak. With the second type of amplitude e¡ect the likelihood of high amplitudes is primarily attributable to poor resolution. In this case, the amplitude of the most likely model is important because it serves as an approximate lower bound on model amplitudes. It can do so because it contains information about well resolved features like the I(4,4) component of the LLM density in Fig. 3 , which are unlikely to disappear if and when resolution is improved.
The amplitude e¡ects for the other peaks in Fig. 5 are a mixture of the two e¡ects that dominate the LLM and TZ density peaks. With these taken into account, our observation of elevated Nlnv p /Nlnv s and Nlnb/Nlnv s ratios appears to be robust. Even in the least resolved case of Nlnb in the lowermost mantle, the lower limit for the Nlnb/ Nlnv s is still V0.6, considerably higher than that suggested by recent inversion studies [22, 49] .
Application : consistency with gravity data
The distributions of Figs. 4 and 5 are robust representations of the constraints on mantle velocity and density provided by the long period seismic data. However, distributions for density are relatively wide. This serves to remind us that seismic resolution is poor, and other forms of data could reveal the density of the 'true' Earth to di¡er signi¢cantly from that implied by the peaks of the seismic distributions. Gravity measurements are an important example of such data, and were employed in the SPRD6 inversions [22] . In that study, the gravity data could only be incorporated through joint inversions that introduced further a priori damping and certain geodynamic assumptions. With the seismic constraints represented as distributions, we can now incorporate additional data constraints a posteriori. This avoids the problem of ¢nding damping that appropriately weights di¡erent kinds of data. Combining data in this way to make inferences about the interior of the Earth is where our new seismic probability distributions may ¢nd their most useful application.
Here, we reconsider the example of combining seismic and gravity constraints. In so doing, we can avoid geodynamic assumptions, because our distributions re£ect all tradeo¡s between density at various depths and topography on the CMB and 670, and it is trivial to calculate the static gravitational potential for each model of density and topography. The gravity contribution of the CRUST5.1 model is also calculated and subtracted from measurements of the gravitational potential [50] to yield mantle gravity data set. The error in this data set is dominated by uncertainty in the crustal correction, which we estimate by comparing the CRUST5.1 correction to that of an earlier version of the same model. We then remove from our random deviate distributions all density models inconsistent with the crust-corrected gravity data and errors.
This creates new, '¢ltered' likelihood distributions that are shifted relative to the original distributions, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5. Only shifts of the v s^b correlations and Nlnb peaks are shown because the other peak shifts are negligible. The gravity data give enough new information about density to produce visible peak shifts. The most notable shifts are movements of amplitude peaks to lower values. This is not surprising, because of the tendency of amplitude distributions to be elevated by the very distribution tails that are reduced by the improved resolution gravity provides. However, all pairs of ¢ltered and un¢ltered peaks are separated from one another by less than a half-width, suggesting that the two data sets are reasonably consistent with one another. Thus, Figs. 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate that the poor v s^b correlations and high Nlnb amplitudes favored by the seismic data are consistent with existing gravity data.
In an earlier test, we performed gravity ¢ltering on a distribution of density models that was inconsistent with the model space because the random deviates were not drawn from a complete set of 2D marginals (tradeo¡s between the density parameters of di¡erent layers had been ignored). In that case, consistency with the gravity data was much poorer, with shifts of the correlation peaks as large as the current shifts in the amplitude peaks and clear separation of some ¢ltered and un¢ltered amplitude distributions. This enabled us to diagnose the problem in our random deviates.
Discussion
Figs. 4 and 5 are simple representations of a wealth of information about long period seismic constraints that we have obtained in this study, and we will eventually employ our probability marginals in much more detailed analyses. Nonetheless, these ¢gures provide several immediately useful pieces of information. In particular : (1) high positive Nlnv s^N lnv c and Nlnv s^N lnb correlations at long wavelengths are unlikely almost anywhere in the mantle; (2) the seismic data favor Nlnb amplitudes equal to or greater than Nlnv s amplitudes in the TZ and below ; and (3) these characteristics are most pronounced in the TZ and LLM, although less robust in the latter. Our model space observations are only as good as the data that inform them, but should be more representative of seismic constraints than are the often very di¡erent results from damped inversions of similar data.
As noted in Section 3, observation (1), combined with the relative strength of the degree 2 and 4 signal in deep mantle seismics [21] , implies that thermal heterogeneity does not dominate chemical heterogeneity below 400 km depth. Observation (2) o¡ers an important clue to the nature of the chemical component of heterogeneity. Recent studies have con¢rmed that density variations of greater relative amplitude than velocity variations are most readily achieved with variable iron concentrations [6] . Iron contamination from the core or iron repartitioning among mantle minerals is a potential source of such variation in the deepest mantle [51] , and the formation of irondepleted cratons [12, 52] is a potential source in the upper parts of the mantle. Observation (3) suggests that processes of mantle formation or convection have concentrated the chemical heterogeneity above the major seismic discontinuities of the mantle, although, due to resolution limitations, our evidence for chemical heterogeneity in the OLM and MLM is almost as strong as for that in the LLM.
While this kind of heterogeneity could not persist in the most typical models of thermally driven whole-mantle convection [53] , it may well be compatible with recent models of ocean crust recycling [54] , partial convective layering [14, 15, 55] , or more complete models of thermo-chemical convection [16] . Such hypotheses can be tested by extending this study to shorter wavelengths and greater radial resolution and then extracting more detailed information from our model probability marginals. The most obvious tests to be performed include the accumulation of probability distributions for density and velocity at each point on the globe. The way these distributions vary from place to place can then be compared to maps of subduction history [45, 56] , or to results of body wave tomography for the CMB region [57] . Geographical correlations of these properties can determine how long wavelength density heterogeneity and other geophysical observables are related. Additionally, the statistical nature of our model space 'maps' makes them well suited to comparisons with statistical descriptions of geodynamic models. These include probability distributions for Bullen's parameter [58] , heterogeneity spectra [59] , and correlation length [60, 61] .
As long as no systematic errors are believed to exist in the long period data, the above evidence for geochemical convection and strati¢cation from robust tomography should be accounted for in any future geochemical and geodynamic mantle models. In addition, the contrast between our results and those of damped inversions serves to highlight the misrepresentation of data that can be produced by damping. We hope that this motivates the use of robust approaches to other inverse problems.
